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Chang’e 5 Lunar Sample Return Mission:A Brief Background and Summary:
James W. Head,Department of Earth, Environmental and Planetary Science,Brown University,Providence, RI 02912 USA(james_head@brown.edu)

What is Chang’e 5?: Chang’e 5 is a fundamental part of the Chinese Lunar ExplorationProgram (CLEP), a long term robotic program that will pave the way for further human androbotic exploration by the People’s Republic of China (PRC). Our colleague, geochemist andcosmochemist Academician OUYANG Ziyuan (Institute of Geochemistry, Chinese Academy ofSciences), is one of the parents of the CLEP program, advocating early on in the ChineseAcademy of Sciences (CAS) and government circles for scientific and resource exploration ofthe Moon. The program is administered by the Chinese National Space Administration (CNSA)and has several major evolutionary elements: Phase 1-Orbital missions (Chang’e 1 and 2); Phase2-Soft landers and rovers (Chang’e 3 and 4, Yutu 1 and 2 rovers, and the Magpie Bridge orbitalcommunications satellite, enabling the first robotic landing on the lunar farside); Phase 3-SampleReturn (Chang’e 5 and Chang’e 6); and Phase 4 (Polar research and exploration). The CLEPmissions are named for the Chinese Moon goddess, Chang’e.
Evidence that the Chang’e missions and CLEP are preparing for human exploration can be seenin the two human footprints that make up the central part of the CLEP logo (Figure 1); in graphiccombination with a crescent Moon, this symbolizes the Chinese character for “Moon”. In arecent major space conference in China (2020 China Space Conference), the basic design of aheavy rocket, Long March-9, was announced and this is likely to be the rocket used to sendtaikonauts (Chinese astronauts) to the Moon.

Why is Chang’e 5 important?: Chang’e 5 is the first robotic lunar sample return mission sincethe Soviet Union Luna 24 mission returned samples from Mare Crisium in 1976, 44 years ago.As amply demonstrated by the treasure trove of samples returned to Earth by the Apollo LunarExploration Program (Apollo 11-12, 14-17) and the Soviet Union Luna missions (Luna 16, 20and 24), analysis of returned samples in Earth laboratories with very sophisticated equipment(chemical, mineralogic, petrologic, isotopic, geochronologic measurements, etc.) is absolutelycritical for an in-depth understanding of the origin and evolution of the Moon.
Furthermore, the Apollo-Luna sample zone of the Moon, while critical to our understanding, wasundertaken in an area that comprises far less than half the lunar surface, and may be dominatedby the influence of a small number of large impact basins (Imbrium, Serenitatis). Subsequentdata from orbital remote sensing missions have shown a wider diversity of rock types,mineralogies and mare basalt unit ages than represented in the Apollo-Luna sample collections.Lunar scientists have been advocating for robotic sample return missions to these many different
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critical areas in order to address a host of fundamental questions remaining from earlierexploration (1). The CLEP Chang’e 5 mission is just such a sample return mission.
Among the many outstanding and unaddressed questions related to the origin and evolution ofthe Moon (and thus all planetary bodies) (1) are:1) How long did the Moon remain “active” in its interior, as manifested by the ascent anderuption of lunar mare basalt lavas? Some recent workers have hypothesized (on the basis oforbital data) that volcanism could have been active in the recent geologic past. The number ofsuperposed impact craters on stratigraphically young mare basalts in Oceanus Procellarum(outside the Apollo-Luna zone) suggests that these lava flow units may be as young as a billionyears old (2), an age about 2 billion years younger than the vast majority of lavas sampled fromthe Apollo-Luna zone.2) What does the detailed nature of these youngest basalts tell us about the location and natureof activity in the lunar interior? Was the melting shallow or deep, did the source region containvolatiles (e.g., water), what are the implications of the high titanium content?3) What is the true character of the impact flux (the number of projectiles impacting the Moonas a function of time) in the last several billion years? The flux is known to decrease with timefrom early Solar System history but the exact magnitude and rate of this decrease is poorlyconstrained. Returning samples from a unit with many fewer craters will permit the calibration ofthe lunar flux curve for these young ages. This is critically important because the lunar fluxcurve is the basis for extrapolation to the chronology of all of the terrestrial planets, includingEarth.4) What is the origin and influence of the Procellarum-KREEP Terrane (PKT), a region in thenorthwest nearside of the Moon that is anomalously rich in radioactive elements, such asthorium. How and when did this unique and distinctive terrane form, and how did its presenceinfluence the generation of mantle melting and formation of young mare basalts in the region? Isthe focus of young lunar activity in northwest Oceanus Procellarum due to its location in thePKT?5) What is the history of the magnetic field of the Moon? Originally thought to have beenactive only in the early part of lunar history, more recent analyses have shown that it was activein middle lunar history, observations carrying important implications for constraining models ofthe lunar interior. Was the lunar magnetic field active in later lunar history? We currently haveno samples to address this question, but returning samples from the young mare basalts wouldenable this question to be addressed.
Where will Chang’e 5 land?: To address these types of fundamental questions Chinesescientists and engineers have been working together (3-6) to target the Chang’e 5 lunar samplereturn mission to Northwest Oceanus Procellarum, located in the middle of the PKT, and the siteof some of the youngest extensive mare basalt volcanic units on the Moon (2). The broadcandidate landing region (Figure 2) covers the wide array of mare basalt history (2), and includesthe northern part of the Rümker Hills, one of three major volcanic complexes in OceanusProcellarum (3). Within this broad target region, there is an extensive unit in the eastern part thatrepresents the youngest mare basalt lava flows in the region (4-5) (Figure 3). Once Chang’e 5 isin orbit, should orbital observations and spacecraft telemetry further indicate that this unit is asafe place to land, scientists have suggested that this is one of the most promising landing regionfor maximizing scientific return (4-5).
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How does Chang’e 5 get there and when will it all happen?: Chang’e 5 will launch on aLong March-5 rocket (Figure 4) from the Wenchang launch center on Hainan Island, off thecoast of China in the South China Sea. This time of year is the typhoon season in this region andrecent typhoons have passed over the island, but the Long March-5 rocket carrying the Chang’e5 mission spacecraft was recently rolled out to the launch pad and is currently ready to go. Thelaunch window is early on November 24th 2020 (Beijing Time). After it reaches lunar orbit, itwill undergo checkout and site validation in preparation for separation of the lander, and itssubsequent descent and landing on the lunar surface (7).
What will Chang’e 5 do?: Following the landing of the Chang’e 5 lander on the lunar surface(Figure 4), surface sampling operations will commence after local site inspection and sampleacquisition planning. Two sampling methods will be employed, representing a major update andimprovement from Luna 24 in 1976 (8): 1) The Chang’e 5 lander drilling operations will drilland collect a regolith core up to ~ 2 m in length (9). 2) A robotic arm will also be used for scoopsampling of shallow lunar regolith soils. The plan is to collect and return to Earth at least a totalof ~ 2 kg of lunar regolith (soil and small rocks), and perhaps more, up to the maximumChang’e-5 sample return capacity of ~ 4 kg. Due to the sample acquisition and storagehardware, and the sample ascent stage, the remaining scientific payload is limited to twoimportant experiments: 1) a visible near-infrared spectrometer to characterize the surroundingsand assist in sampling strategy, and 2) lunar ground penetrating radar to assess the subsurfaceregolith structure and layering below the lander (10-11). Both of these experiments were alsoonboard former CLEP lunar landing missions, Chang’e-3 and Chang’4. Lunar groundpenetrating radar is critical in correlating the structure and layers of the lunar soil andunderstanding its origin, and is a very important addition to the exploration capabilities in thepost-Apollo-Luna era (12).
Upon completion of surface operations, and storage of the samples in the Chang’e-5 landerascent stage, the ascent stage will lift off from the lunar surface (Figure 4), rendezvous with theorbiter, and transfer the samples for return to Earth, and recovery from the landing region in theDongfeng Landing Area in Inner Mongolia. This complex series of operations (robotic lunarsample ascent, rendezvous, sample transfer in lunar orbit, departure from lunar orbit and returnto Earth; Figure 4) has never before been attempted (13) and can be viewed as something of a“dress rehearsal” for the future Mars sample return mission envisioned by NASA and ESA. Thelunar orbital rendezvous maneuvers will also obviously serve as operational experience inChina’s preparation for their human lunar exploration missions, which are believed to commencearound ~2030.
What will be done when the Chang’e 5 samples are returned?: Once the lunar samples arereturned to Earth, they will be transported to Beijing and stored in the National AstronomicalObservatories of China (NAOC), Chinese Academy of Science (CAS), where primary curationand initial descriptions and measurement will be undertaken. As part of the safekeeping strategy,some samples will be stored permanently at Hunan University to avoid any potential loss due tonatural disasters. Some samples will also be used for outreach purposes.
In an approach similar to that employed by NASA with the Apollo samples, Chang’e 5 samples
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will be initially studied to provide an assessment of the main characteristics of the diversity andabundance of the returned samples. The detailed sample allocation and distribution policy of theChinese National Space Agency (CNSA) is expected to be formally announced soon, but isthought to initially involve teams of Chinese scientists and their national and internationalcollaborators. Formal applications for sample access will of course be required, to ensure samplesecurity and to optimize the scientific return.
What major scientific results do we expect from the Chang’e 5 sample analysis?: Asoutlined above, analysis of the Chang’e 5 returned lunar samples will address many fundamentalproblems remaining from the Apollo-Luna era (1), including: 1) the age and nature of theyoungest phase of lunar volcanism; 2) calibration of the impact flux curve, 3) the rate ofrelatively recent impact bombardment in the inner Solar System, 4) the nature of the lunarinterior in the last third of lunar history; 4) the duration and strength of the lunar magnetic field;5) the origin and nature of the radioactive-element-rich PKT terrain and its influence on meltingof the interior; and 6) the nature of other widespread units in this unsampled region from theselectin of fragments brought in by ejecta from distant craters in the mare and highlands of theregion (14).
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Figure 1: Logo of the Chinese Lunar Exploration Program (CLEP).

Figure 2: Chang’e-5 Landing Region in Northern Oceanus Procellarum (White Box; Qian et al., 2018; (4)).
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Figure 3: Young mare units (Em3, Em4; blue) in the easternmost part of the CE-5 landing region (Figure2). The basemap is a Kaguya MI color composite map. From (5).

Figure 4. Overview of the Chang’e 5 Launch Vehicle and the Chang’e 5 mission profile(https://www.planetary.org/space-images/change-5-mission-profile, https://www.planetary.org/articles/china-new-lunar-missions.)
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